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[CJM59].

650 [CJM59, Ham59a, Ham59b, KH58].
704 [Gru58]. 709 [Hor59].

**Abstracts** [NS59b]. **Accelerating** [Weg58].

ACM [Tra60a, Ano60]. **Address**
[Sch59, Hum59]. **Aegerter** [Tra60a].
**Algebraic** [BCKT59, Gre59a, Kan59, PS58, Voo58, Knu59]. **ALGOL**
[BGSW59, DHPS59, Gre59b, IA59].
**Algorithm** [Sel58, Wol58]. **Alpha**
[Wer59a, Wer59b]. **Analysis** [Car59a].
**Analyzing** [Wol58]. **Announcement**
[Per58]. **Applicability** [Li59].
**Applications** [Fik59, MW58, NS59a, And59, Ano59a, HBR59]. **Approximations**
[Wad58]. **Arithmetic**
[Car59a, EV59, Ers58, She59b]. **Assimilator**
[Gsc59]. **August** [Tra60a]. **Automatic**
[AS58, Bem59a, Dij59, KVJ58, LC59, MW58, SC59, She59b, Wil58, Ano59a, Ano59b].

before [Hum59]. **Bendix** [Hum59]. **Bessel**


Comm [Tra60a]. Command [Kau58]. Comment [Tra60a]. Comments [Tra60b]. Committee [DHPS59, BGSW59]. Communication [Dij59, SWT+58b, SWT+58a].

Communications [Ano60]. Compiler [Hor59, She59b]. Compilers [Car59b].


Computing [Hol59, SC59, HBR59]. Conception [Li59]. conference [Hum59].


D [Ano60]. Data [Fei59, Gsc59, Ano59a, Ano59b]. December [Ano59a, Ano59b]. Decimal [Buc59, Kau58, MSR60, Sis58, Tar59].


Division [Gil59, Sar59, Tra60b].

Eastern [Nad59]. Editor [McC59, BBB59, BAP+59, CBC58, Car58, CKV58, Gal59, Per59a, Per59b, St558, VH58, WC58, Gor58, MSR60]. Educational [Hol59]. Efficient [Coo59, HW59].


Europe [Nad59]. European [Bla59]. exchange [Hum59]. Extended [Sch59].

Extensions [DHPS59]. Extract [Kau58]. Extraction [Sug58].


G [Hum59]. G-15 [Hum59]. GAT [AG59].

General [Hol58, MP59]. Generalized

keyboard [Van58, Van58]. Kutta [CR58].


Programmed [KH58]. Programming [Bag59, Bem59b, Ers58, Hol58, LC59, Sch59, SWT+58b, Bem59a, KVJ58, SWT+58a]. Programs [Cor58, Ham59a, Ham59b]. progress [Ano59a, Ano59b]. Proposal [Bag59, Bem59c, Con58]. Proposed [Bri59,
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